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Abstract

The SYSTRAN Review Manager (SRM) is one of the components that comprise the SYSTRAN Linguistics Platform (SLP), a comprehensive enterprise solution for managing MT customization and localization projects. The SRM is a productivity tool used for the review, quality assessment and maintenance of linguistic resources combined with a SYSTRAN solution. The SRM is used in-house by SYSTRAN’s development team and is also licensed to corporate customers as it addresses leading linguistic challenges, such as terminology and homographs, which makes it a key component of the QA process.

Extremely flexible, the SRM adapts to localization and MT customization projects from small to large-scale. Its Web-based interface and multi-user architecture enable a centralized and efficient work environment for local and geographically disbursed individual users and teams. Users segment a given corpus to fluidly review and evaluate translations, as well as identify the typology of errors. Corpus metrics, terminology extraction and detailed reporting capabilities facilitate prioritizing tasks, resulting in immediate focus on those issues that significantly impact MT quality. Data and statistics are tracked throughout the customization process and are always available for regression tests and overall project management. This environment is highly conducive to increased productivity and efficient QA in the MT customization effort.

1 Introduction

Automation of the translation process is the only viable solution for most applications with high volumes of dynamic content, such as technical support. Yet many companies resist using MT because of quality concerns and the challenge for determining return on investment, as the measurement for MT quality is subjective and always depends on differentiating variables. Often, human translators oppose using MT for a variety of reasons. But the quality issue is almost always central to the debate.

The SYSTRAN Review Manager (SRM) is a key component of SYSTRAN’s customization methodology. It provides a centralized framework for building and maintaining customized linguistic resources in a consistent and structured manner. It also guarantees that quality assurance is an integral part of the MT customization process.

SYSTRAN actively engages with corporate customers to ensure they understand all phases of the MT workflow. This is critical as most organizations have little, if any prior experience dealing with MT and therefore are unable to effectively foresee challenges. The SRM inadvertently forces corporate users to become involved in the evaluation of translation quality and the entire MT process.

The SRM addresses the following issues:
1. Evaluation of MT output.
2. Improvement of MT output.
3. Measurements for translation quality – good or acceptable translation at the post-editing stage.

2 Review interface

SRM’s core feature is the review and evaluation of a translated corpus – segmented into Translation Units (TUs) – at different stages of the MT customization process.
Reviewers work on automatically generated HTML reviews forms that display:

- The source TU and frequency in the corpus.
- The translated TU, in which unknown words (NFWs), customized dictionary entries, and other information are easily identifiable by color codes.
- The review criteria: defined by the administrator and used by the reviewer. The criteria combine options from drop-down lists and/or free-form text fields.

Figure 1: Translation review task

Additional information on each TU is available to the reviewer by clicking on the TU unique identifier. This information includes metrics (words, characters, frequency, etc.), list of documents in which the TU appears, and the TU context.

3 Review typology

There are two main types of translation review tasks:

- After an MT system update: used to check for regression and measure the new translation quality level.
- For MT system maintenance: used to further improve translation quality by translation review cycles and the addition of new dictionary entries.

The review typology is fully customizable. This enables the SRM to be extremely flexible, suitable for both linguists and non-linguists, and adaptable to a variety of review requirements.

3.1 Quantitative assessment: rating

The simplest form of a review criterion is boolean: “Correct translation” or “Incorrect translation”. This is suited for fast, yet efficient user ratings with bilingual skill-sets and knowledge of the terminological domain (linguistic expertise is not required). For this typology, the average review speed is about 150 TUs per hour.

However, the review criterion is often refined to include a typology of error for “Incorrect translations”. As the bulk of the customization work is terminology related, the item “Incorrect translation” is often replaced by the following values: “Requires a Do Not Translate (DNT) entry” or “Requires a multilingual entry”. A further detailed error typology (such as morphology, homograph, word order, etc.) may be included for reviews performed by linguists.

3.2 Qualitative assessment

Review criteria may include a text field that allows users to provide qualitative feedback on the translations, such as free-form comments. However, such feedback usually requires manual analysis by a linguist.

3.3 Dictionary enrichment

Qualitative feedback about the translation results is used to improve the translation quality. The SRM takes advantage of SYSTRAN’s IntuitiveCoding® technology, able to turn a review criterion’s text field into a Bilingual Dictionary Editor. While rating the translation, reviewers may add new terminology using this field. The average speed for this type of review is about 50 TUs per hour.

For example, an English to German entry:

support (noun) = Hilfe (noun) (feminine)
and some Do Not Translate (DNT) entries:
- Oracle (company name)
- Mike (proper noun) (masculine)

**Reports and Statistics**

- Review Cycle
  - Version - User dictionary specified
  - and target language - German

**Figure 3:** Reports and statistics page for UD compilation

The bilingual list of words, compounds, or expressions introduced by the reviewers is exported to the SYSTRAN Dictionary Manager (SDM) – another component of the SYSTRAN Linguistics Platform (SLP) – for further processing. Alternatively, it is automatically compiled into a runtime User Dictionary (UD).

The resulting UD is then used to re-translate the source corpus. New translations are quickly compared to previously translated TUs. The new UD terminology is displayed on-screen in green. A Microsoft Word-like revision mode emphasizes the changes.

**Figure 4:** Checking for improvements and regressions

The reviewer validates that no regressions were caused by the UD entries and that the translation results meet user expectations.

### 4 Corpus

A review project is associated to an MT customization effort, characterized by a specific source language and a corresponding source corpus. The corpus is indexed, analyzed by the SRM and segmented into unique Translation Units (TUs). TU frequency and many other metrics are computed and used to generate a corpus profile.

As MT customization projects often require work on large corpora, only a statistically significant part of the corpus is reviewed. It is especially important to be able to focus on those issues that bear the biggest impact on translation quality.

### 5 Review cycles

The review process is a succession of separate and independent review cycles. A review cycle is associated to a specific state of the MT system development. The typology and target languages of each review cycle may vary depending on review needs.

During corpus translation, Not Found Words (NFWs) are automatically extracted along with their frequency ratios. A translated corpus profile is also generated. It includes NFW distribution and dictionary coverage. The NFW list may be exported to the SDM for coding.
Translations and metrics for all review cycles are accumulated in the relational database that underpins the SRM. They are always available for regression tests and project management purposes.

6 Review tasks and reports

Once a review cycle is defined and the corpus is translated, the review administrator creates and assigns review tasks to the reviewers, i.e. a specific subset of the corpus.

New Task

Review cycle: SYSTRAN C000+D translation comparison #2 - 2005/07/01
Target language: Spanish
Task name: Test review task
Reviewer: Test review task
Task: To review the document subset — Choose from list —
Subset range: 1-1000 (document range for document subset; TU range for TU subset)

Several reports allow the administrator to efficiently supervise the MT customization effort.

Figure 7: Task creation

Several reports allow the administrator to efficiently supervise the MT customization effort.

Figure 8: Review status report

Once a reviewer is logged into the SRM, his/her task list is automatically displayed with a task completion percentage and other task characteristics. By clicking on the task name, the review forms are displayed (see figure 1). Several display preferences are available, such as side-by-side, line-by-line, the number of TUs per page, or other options.

7 Conclusion

The SRM empowers SYSTRAN customers as it provides them with the means to build and maintain their own linguistic resources. The SRM is also used internally by SYSTRAN for small to large-scale MT customization projects, as well as new language pair development, like the Arabic, Swedish and Danish systems.

Driven by customer and internal needs, the development of new releases for the SRM is ongoing. With the advent of next-generation XML-based SYSTRAN engines and the continuous improvement of SYSTRAN’s IntuitiveCoding® technology, the opportunities expand: generalization of source and target markup – currently limited to NFWs and dictionary entries – support for new formats and new language pairs.
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